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ABSTRACT  

Extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lasers possess unique properties for ablation and ionization at the nanoscale (≤100 nm) due to 

their short wavelength, high absorptivity in most materials (i.e., 10’s of nanometers), and efficient photoionization in the 

laser-created plasmas. When coupled with a mass spectrometer, an EUV laser can be used to analyze and map chemical 

information in three dimensions with nanoscale spatial resolution. We have previously built an EUV time-of-flight mass 

spectrometer (EUV TOF) that achieved ~80 nm lateral and ~20 nm depth resolution when mapping the chemical content 

in organic and inorganic solids. Here, we present results from a recent study that extends EUV TOF’s high resolution 

capabilities to the analysis of an isotopically heterogenous uranium fuel pellet that was made by blending two 

isotopically distinct starting materials. We show that EUV TOF can map 235U/238U heterogeneity at the 100 nm scale, 

revealing micron to submicron heterogeneity. For comparison, nanoscale secondary ionization mass spectrometry 

(NanoSIMS) maps a similar distribution of U heterogeneity on a similar subsample at the same spatial scale. We also 

show that EUV TOF can measure the isotope ratio in a silver sample using single shot spectra. These results position 

EUV TOF as a promising technique for performing isotopic analyses at the nanoscale, finding applications in nuclear 

forensics, geology, and biology as well as in the semiconductor industry. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mass spectral imaging with high spatial resolution is important in fields such as biology,1-3 geology,4, 5 and nuclear 

forensics6-9 because it enables visualization of the spatial distribution of  chemical/isotopic features of interest. Standard 

laser-based mass spectrometry methods, such as matrix assisted laser desorption and ionization (MALDI) and laser 

ablation inductively coupled plasma (LA ICP) mass spectrometry, are widely used for mapping molecular (MALDI 

MS), elemental, and isotopic (LA ICP-MS) information but are usually limited to analyses at the micron scale.1, 7, 10, 11 

Nanoscale secondary ionization mass spectrometry (NanoSIMS), an ion sputtering and ionization method, has become 

the leader in elemental and isotopic analyses at the nanoscale, achieving a lateral spatial resolution of <100 nm.3, 5 

Recently, we have shown that an extreme ultraviolet (EUV) laser coupled to a mass spectrometer can also offer 

unsurpassed three-dimensional (3D) nanoscale spatial resolution for chemical mapping.12-15 

Our group at Colorado State University (CSU) has built and developed an EUV laser ablation and ionization time-of-

flight mass spectrometer (EUV TOF) that was the first of its kind to achieve mass spectral imaging with 3D nanoscale 

spatial resolution.12, 13 The instrument uses a table-top EUV Ar8+ capillary discharge laser, also developed at CSU, that 

operates  at a wavelength of 46.9 nm (26.4 eV photon energy).16, 17 The 26.4 eV photons are highly absorbed in mostly 

all materials, and the EUV laser beam can be focused to 80 nm diameters spots.18 This allows the EUV laser to ablate 

craters with volumes on the order of a few attoliters (10-18 L) down to tens of zeptoliters (10-21 L).12 Additionally, 

efficient EUV laser ionization takes place in the laser-created plasma plume.19, 20 These unique properties of the EUV 

laser light allow for the analysis of nanoscale sized areas in a variety of solid materials, as we have shown that EUV 

TOF can accurately map molecular, elemental, and isotopic information with a lateral spatial resolution of ~80 nm in 

organic and inorganic solids and with a depth resolution of 20 nm in organic materials.12, 13 

In a recent publication, we demonstrated EUV TOF’s high spatial resolution capabilities to map isotopic heterogeneity in 

a uranium fuel pellet.14 More specifically, we showed that EUV TOF can map the 235U/238U isotope ratio in 100 nm sized 
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pixels. The results revealed microscale (>100 nm) heterogeneity with domains characteristic of the two starting materials 

(i.e., feedstock). EUV TOF mapped similar distributions of heterogeneity to NanoSIMS on a separate sub-sample 

prepared from the same material and also at the ~100 nm spatial scale. While the isotopic results return a single 

distribution, indicating a decently mixed product, close analysis of both EUV TOF and NanoSIMS data revealed 

statistically significant (i.e., real) heterogeneity associated with spatial domains of less mixed feedstock. These results 

further highlighted EUV TOF’s ability to accurately map isotopic content at the nanoscale by exposing the two distinct 

feedstocks. Other studies showed that the isotopic heterogeneity in this sample could not be fully revealed by  microscale 

or bulk mass spectrometry techniques.7  

Here, we compliment this recent study with additional analysis demonstrating the inability of microscale techniques to 

reveal the true sample heterogeneity. We show that EUV TOF mappings of the 235U/238U isotope ratio using 1 µm pixels 

on the same heterogenous uranium fuel pellet mentioned above does not completely reveal the uranium fuel sample’s 

heterogeneity. This result further confirms that the sample’s microscale heterogeneity requires high spatial mapping for 

accurate identification. We also show results from a separate study that further showcases EUV TOF’s capability for 

isotopic analyses by analyzing a pure, homogenous silver sample. Silver is isotopically ideal for isotope ratio analyses 

because it has equally abundant major isotopes (~50% 107Ag and 109Ag). We show that EUV TOF can accurately 

measure the isotope ratio in silver from single shot mass spectra. These results show that EUV TOF is a promising tool 

towards applications that require isotope ratio analyses and/or mapping at high spatial scales in a variety of materials. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The EUV TOF mass spectrometer, developed and built at CSU, has been described in detail elsewhere.12-14 In brief, the 

table-top Ne-like Ar8+ EUV capillary discharge laser16 (sized 0.4 m2 or ~3 ft2) operates at a wavelength of 46.9 nm with 

a maximum pulse energy of ~10 µJ and duration of ~1.5 ns.17 The EUV laser beam illuminates a free-standing zone plate 

(NA = 0.12) that focuses the beam onto the sample.12, 21 The laser’s fluence can be adjusted with an argon gas pressure 

cell to allow for more or less ablation at the sample.12 The sample is moved in nano- to micro-scale sized increments 

using piezoelectric stages (Physik Instrumente, Q-545.240), where the sample’s step size determines the pixel size of the 

resulting ion maps. A set of ion optics is used to extract and accelerate the ions created in the EUV laser-created plasma 

plume into a field-free TOF mass spectrometer (Jordan TOF Products) operated in reflectron mode, where ions are 

separated in time according to their mass/charge (m/z) ratio over a ~2 meter distance. The ions are detected by a 

chevron-type microchannel plate (MCP) detector and digitized by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) (Dynamic 

Signals, EON Compuscope CS121G1). The typical mass resolving power (m/∆m) for the EUV TOF is ~1100.12, 13 

EUV TOF and NanoSIMS mapped the 235U/238U ratio in a heterogenous low enriched uranium (LEU, ~2% 235U and 

~98% 238U) fuel sample22 and natural uranium (NU, 0.725% 235U and ~99% 238U) metal certified reference material 

(NBL, CRM 112-A)23 prepared at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory using a focused ion beam/scanning electron 

microscope (FIB/SEM).14 The sample dimensions were ~20 µm x 20 µm x 3 µm (Figure 1A). All samples were coated 

with conductive gold coating prior to analysis. Further details on sample preparation can be found elsewhere.7, 14 EUV 

TOF mapped the 235U+, 238U+, 235U16O+, and 238U16O+ isotopes over the LEU and NU samples using 1 µm pixels (i.e., 

sample step size) at a laser fluence of ~1 J/cm2 with mapping field sizes of ~25 µm x 25 µm (Figure 1B,C). The same 

isotopes were re-mapped over a small ~20 µm x 1 µm area of the LEU sample using 100 nm pixels at a laser fluence of 

<1 J/cm2 (Figure 1D),14 laser conditions previously used to ablate craters in resist with a diameter ≤400 nm and depth 

≤40 nm.12 NanoSIMS mapped the same isotope species on  a similar LEU subsample using 98 nm pixels with a 2-4 pA 

O- primary ion beam with a diameter of ~300 nm (Figure 1E).14 For both EUV TOF and NanoSIMS analyses, the 235U

and 235UO ion counts and 238U and 238UO ions collected at each pixel (i.e., the background-subtracted peak area) were

subjected to a threshold and summed to a single pixel.13, 24 The threshold was used to remove insufficient 235U, 235UO

signals (i.e., 0 ion counts of the minor isotope for EUV TOF and NanoSIMS analysis) or saturated 238U, 238UO signals

(i.e., counts of the major isotope above the ADC’s upper dynamic range for EUV TOF analysis). Three laser shots were

taken at each pixel location for EUV TOF analyses13, 25 and eight passes per pixel were collected with NanoSIMS. In this

study the NU sample acted as a bracketing standard. Further information on EUV TOF and NanoSIMS U ratio analyses

can be found in Rush et al.14
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EUV TOF 107Ag/109Ag ratio analysis was performed using a ≥99% pure silver foil (GoodFellow, AG000467) with a 

natural Ag abundance (i.e., ~52% 107Ag and ~48% 109Ag). Individual mass spectra were collected over a large area sized 

500 μm x 500 μm with 50 μm steps between each ablation spot and six laser shots at every spot using a laser fluence of 

~1 J/cm2. The 107Ag/109Ag isotope ratio was calculated from each background-subtracted peak area in the mass spectrum. 

Unlike the U mapping analysis above, spatial information was not important for this analysis because the Ag foil is 

expected to be homogenous throughout its entire area. Instead, the focus here was to further assess EUV TOF’s 

capabilities for accurate isotopic analyses by analyzing single shot mass spectra using an “easy-to-work-with” sample, 

that is, a sample with major isotopes that are separated by a few mass units and that have similar abundances to avoid 

challenges associated with the instrument’s dynamic range. 

3. RESULTS

a. EUV TOF 235U/238U isotope ratio maps of heterogenous and homogenous uranium samples

EUV TOF mapped the 235U/238U isotope ratio across the heterogenous LEU and homogenous NU CRM FIB-fabricated 

samples at the micro- and nano-scales.14 Analysis of the NU CRM allows EUV TOF’s instrumental response for 

assessing isotopic heterogeneity to be measured. Figure 1A shows an SEM image of one of the FIB samples prior to 

EUV TOF (or NanoSIMS) analysis.7 Figure 1B,C shows resulting EUV TOF 235U/238U maps across the entire LEU and 

NU CRM sample areas, respectively, using 1 µm pixels. Figure 1D shows a subsection of the LEU pellet remapped 

using 100 nm pixels.14 For comparison to Figure 1D, Figure 1E shows a similarly sized NanoSIMS ratio map from a 

different FIB extracted subsample collected with 100 nm pixels.14 All maps are plotted on the same color scale 
235U/238U = 0.002 to 0.050. 

Figure 1. (A) SEM image of a uranium FIB-fabricated sample prior to analysis. (B-C) EUV TOF 235U/238U ratio maps using 

1 µm pixels (i.e., step size) of the (B) heterogenous LEU FIB sample and (C) homogenous NU CRM FIB sample, both with 

mapping field sizes of 25 µm x 25 µm. (D) EUV TOF 235U/238U ratio map of a 19 µm x 1 µm section of the same LEU 

sample mapped in (B) using 100 nm pixels. (E) NanoSIMS ratio map of a different 19 µm x 1 µm section of a LEU sample 

mapped with 98 nm pixels. The pixels in all ratio maps are not smoothed or interpolated. 
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The EUV TOF 235U/238U ratio maps in Figure 1B,C show that the NU CRM clearly has a reasonably homogeneous U 

isotopic content throughout the entire sample area, with slight variations based on instrument limitations and counting 

statistics. On the other hand, the LEU sample has more U isotopic variations throughout the sample, which is evident by 

the 1 µm areas of lower (blue) and higher (red) 235U/238U ratios. This indicates that the LEU sample, which was made by 

blending two isotopically distinct feedstocks, does have heterogeneity at the microscale. However, Figure 1D shows that 

when EUV TOF re-maps a small section of the LEU pellet with 100 nm pixels more 235U/238U variations are revealed in 

the sample that were not visible at the 1 µm scale. While isotopic mixing of the starting materials does seem to be 

successful at the 100 nm spatial scale, there are ~1-2 µm sized patches of heterogeneity that are exposed across the 

length of the sample that indicate less or unmixed starting materials, likely micrometer sized oxide powders.6, 14 For 

comparison, Figure 1E shows the resulting NanoSIMS ratio map that exposes similarly sized regions of heterogeneity at 

about the same spatial scale. This result is significant because it shows that EUV TOF has similar isotopic mapping 

capabilities to NanoSIMS. 

It should be noted that EUV TOF and NanoSIMS maps in Figure 1 have not undergone any image post-processing such 

as smoothing or interpolation, which can be required when the pixel/step size is much larger than the beam’s spot size or 

when a more visually appealing image or map is desired (at the cost of a loss in spatial resolution). The maps shown in 

Figure 1 are therefore significant because they show EUV TOF (and NanoSIMS) can map the 235U/238U isotope ratio 

pixel by pixel in the uranium samples.13, 14 

b. EUV TOF statistical analysis of the 235U/238U isotope ratio maps

The EUV TOF and NanoSIMS 235U/238U ratio maps in Figure 1 provide a qualitative picture of the LEU sample’s 

heterogeneity. Statistical analysis of the mapped data was subsequently performed to try and further resolve this 

heterogeneity.14 Figure 2A shows EUV TOF and NanoSIMS two-isotope plots of the LEU and NU CRM mapped data 

from Figure 1. The NanoSIMS data was taken from the entire 20 μm x 20 μm LEU FIB sample area, while the EUV 

TOF 100 nm data were taken from the smaller 19 μm x 1 μm map in Figure 1D. This explains why there are more 

NanoSIMS data points in the plots in Figure 2. Figure 2B shows corresponding 235U/238U ratio plots, where the data are 

shown with ±2σ and ±3σ uncertainty envelopes at the respective 238U ion counts (counting statistics uncertainty). The 

counting statistics uncertainty provides a measure of the instruments’ variability based on the number of atoms detected 

and allows the identification of statistically significant points of heterogeneity. Error bars are not shown on the points in 

Figure 2B for clarity but would be the width of the ±2σ and ±3σ envelopes at the corresponding ion counts. Variations in 

measured ion intensities are likely from a combination of shot-to-shot laser energy fluctuations, slight variations in the 

sample (e.g. topography, geometry, and conductivity), and the probability of detecting infrequent ion events. Figure 2C 

plots the ratio data in Figure 2B as Gaussian-fitted histograms (made according to the Freedman-Diaconis rule). The 

histogram provides a metric for the width of the 235U/238U distributions measured with EUV TOF and NanoSIMS in each 

sample at the micro- and nano-scales. The value of the slope of the linear best fit lines (Figure 2A), expected/certified 

ratios (Figure 2A,B), and width of the 235U/238U distributions (Figure 2C) is given in Table 1.  

Figure 2A shows the linear best fit lines through the data, where the slope of the lines is the value of the average ratios, 

listed in Table 1. EUV TOF measures a 235U/238U = 0.0072 ± 0.0008 (2σ) in the NU CRM, where the certified ratio is 

0.00725.23 Because the measured ratio agrees with the certified ratio within analytical error, there was no need to make 

mass bias corrections to the data. The average ratio of the 100 nm pixel analyses on the LEU sample with EUV TOF and 

NanoSIMS also agrees with the expected ratio from bulk measurements (Table 1).7 This result indicates that while each 

FIB’d subsample is expected to show unique variations, the 19 μm x 1 μm area and 100 nm pixel sampling proved 

sufficient to approximate the bulk measurement while simultaneously exposing the heterogeneity. However, the average 
235U/238U ratio of the 1 μm pixel analysis on the LEU sample with EUV TOF is higher than the expected ratio. The map 

in Figure 1B also shows that higher ratio areas are more prevalent. During the 1 um spot analysis it was likely that the 

laser spot size was smaller than the 1 μm pixel size. This, in conjunction with the limited number of data points, caused 

the LEU sample to be under sampled resulting in an artificially high ratio. Along these same lines, the EUV TOF and 

NanoSIMS 100 nm pixel analyses also show a slightly higher (but overlapping) average ratio compared to the expected 

ratio for the LEU sample. This could be the result of comparing EUV TOF and NanoSIMS results from a single LEU 

sample to bulk measurements (i.e., the expected ratio) that were taken over multiple LEU samples, with each sample 

possessing slightly different U variations. 

Figure 2A,B show that all of the data points collected with EUV TOF on the NU CRM sample fall within ±3σ of the 

expected uncertainty, with the majority of points falling within ±2σ. Additionally, the few points that fall outside of the 

±2σ uncertainty are at low 238U counts (i.e., <1000 counts). On the other hand, the LEU sample mapped with 1 μm and  
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Figure 2. Uranium (A) two-isotope, (B) ratio, and (C) histogram plots of the EUV TOF and NanoSIMS data collected on the 

LEU (top plots) and NU CRM (bottom plots) samples at the micro- and nano-scales. The EUV TOF data shown in these 

plots is the same mapped data in Figure 1. (A) 235U counts plotted as a function of 238U counts for the analysis of the LEU 

and NU CRM samples with EUV TOF and NanoSIMS using 100 nm and 1 μm pixels. All data sets are fitted with a dotted 

linear best fit line (intercepts for the measured data are not fixed at zero) that corresponds to the average ratio, whose value 

is given in Table 1. (B) Corresponding 235U/238U ratios plotted as a function of 238U counts for the LEU and NU CRM 

samples. The red dotted lines represent the ±2σ and ±3σ error from the expected/certified ratio value, shown as a red solid 

line in (A,B), based on counting statistics. (C) Histogram plots of the probability density (normalized) as a function of the 
235U/238U ratio plotted in (B) for the LEU sample using 100 nm pixels (top) and 1 μm pixels (middle) and for the NU CRM 

using 1 μm pixels (bottom). The width of each Gaussian-fitted histogram distribution is listed in Table 1. 

Table 1.  EUV TOF and NanoSIMS average 235U/238U ratios and the corresponding width of the ratio distributions from the 

analysis of the LEU and NU CRM samples. The 235U/238U ratios were calculated from the slope of the linear best fit lines in 

Figure 2A, and the corresponding 235U/238U distributions are the width of the Gaussian-fitted histograms in Figure 2C. The 

shapes and lines in the table correspond to the data in Figure 2. 

LEU fuel pellet, 235U/238U (expecteda) = 0.0226 ± 0.0006 (2σ) 

Technique Pixel size Average 235U/238U ± 2σ error Width of 235U/238U distribution 

EUV TOF 100 nm 0.0232 ± 0.0006 0.055 

NanoSIMS 100 nm 0.0234 ± 0.0002 0.051 

EUV TOF 1 μm 0.0250 ± 0.0017 0.025 

NU CRM 112-A, 235U/238U (certified) = 0.00725 

Technique Pixel size Average 235U/238U ±2σ error Width of 235U/238U distribution 

EUV TOF 1 μm 0.0072 ± 0.0008 0.018 

aThe expected ratio is based on the aggregated ratio from NanoSIMS, large geometry (LG)SIMS, LA ICP-MS, quadrupole 

ICP-MS, and thermal ionization MS (TIMS) analyses on multiple pellets.7 
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100 nm pixels with EUV TOF shows more points that fall outside the ±2σ uncertainty, with a few points falling outside 

±3σ at 238U counts >1000. Because the analysis of the NU reference material shows that the measured variability does 

not exceed what is expected based on the number of atoms detected, the 235U/238U ratios measured in the LEU sample 

that fall outside the ±3σ counting statistics uncertainty are likely from isotopic heterogeneity rather than instrumental 

uncertainty. Additionally, NanoSIMS analysis of the LEU sample confirms EUV TOF’s measurements with overlapping 

U ratios detected outside of the counting statistics uncertainty. More NanoSIMS data points fall outside of the ±3σ 

envelope because, as mentioned above, data from the entire sample area were included for the NanoSIMS’ plots in 

Figure 2.  

Figure 2A,B also show the advantage of mapping the LEU sample at the nanoscale versus at the microscale. The EUV 

TOF data collected on the LEU sample using 1 μm pixels shows evidence of statistically significant heterogeneity. 

However, EUV TOF’s 100 nm pixel analysis shows more heterogeneity with more points falling outside the ±3σ 

uncertainty. This is further evidenced in the 235U/238U histogram distributions, where the width of the Gaussian-fitted 

distribution for the EUV TOF 100 nm pixel analysis is ~2x larger than the 1 μm pixel analysis collected on the LEU 

sample. The width of the EUV TOF and NanoSIMS 235U/238U distributions collected with 100 nm pixels on the LEU 

sample are >0.05, while the width of the ratio distribution collected with 1 μm pixels is ~0.03 (Table 1). For comparison, 

the width of the ratio distribution of the NU CRM collected with EUV TOF is ~0.02 (Table 1). This finding further 

confirms that the LEU sample has microscale heterogeneity that requires high spatial mapping for identification.  

c. EUV TOF analysis of an isotopically ideal sample

EUV TOF’s capabilities to accurately determine isotope ratios were also tested by analyzing a pure silver foil. Silver has 

two major isotopes, 107Ag and 109Ag, that are both ~50% naturally abundant, unlike the LEU and NU samples that had a 

disproportionate abundance of 238U (≥98%). The Ag sample is therefore an ideal scenario for the EUV TOF system in 

terms of dynamic range and sensitivity. Figure 3 shows the resulting two isotope and 107Ag/109Ag ratio plots from single 

shot spectra. The Ag ion counts are much lower than the U analysis above because each data point was obtained from an 

individual laser shot, whereas the U and UO signals from three laser shots per spot were summed to a single pixel/data 

point in Figures 1 and 2. Nonetheless, Figure 3 shows that even at low ion counts, EUV TOF can accurately determine 

the isotope ratio from individual ablation events. The average ratio measured from single shot EUV TOF spectra is 
107Ag/109Ag = 1.11 ± 0.03 (2σ). The measured ratio is in close agreement with the certified value of 1.076. While each 

point in Figure 3B has a large uncertainty, it is surprising that mostly all of the points fall within ±2σ of the certified 

value given the low ion count rate of ≤100. It should also be noted that the 107Ag/109Ag distribution (i.e., the Gaussian-

fitted histogram) cannot be directly compared to the U analysis since the former was performed at much lower ion 

counts where the distribution is expected to be larger based on counting statistics. Nonetheless, the Ag analysis shows 

that EUV TOF can determine the isotope ratio in a single laser shot in the case in which the isotopes of interest have a 

similar abundance and when the ion count rate is sufficient (i.e., individual 107Ag/109Ag ratios measured at ~100 ion 

counts all show good agreement with the certified value in Figure 3B). This could be beneficial for particle analyses, 

where the amount of material is limited.  

Figure 3. Silver (A) two-isotope and (B) ratio plots of the EUV TOF data collected on the homogenous silver foil. Each data 

point is from a single laser shot. (A) 107Ag counts plotted as a function of 109Ag counts. The dotted line represents the linear 
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best fit line (average ratio) of the EUV TOF data (intercept of line is not fixed at zero), whose slope is 1.11 ± 0.03 (2σ). The 

certified 107Ag/109Ag ratio, shown as a red solid line in (A,B), is 1.076. (B) Corresponding 107Ag/109Ag ratios plotted as a 

function of 109Ag counts. The red dotted lines represent the ±2σ and ±3σ error from the certified ratio based on counting 

statistics. 

4. CONCLUSION

EUV TOF has unique properties that allow for nanoscale mass spectral imaging, such as mapping isotopic heterogeneity 

at the nanoscale. We have shown here that EUV TOF can map the 235U/238U isotope ratio in 100 nm and 1 μm pixels, 

where more heterogeneity is revealed at the 100 nm spatial scale. Within the scope of this study, EUV TOF shows 

similar mapping capabilities to NanoSIMS at the nanoscale. Both EUV TOF and NanoSIMS detected statistically 

significant U isotopic heterogeneity, identifying microscale heterogeneity that was overlooked at larger spatial scales. 

We have also shown that EUV TOF can accurately measure the isotope ratio in silver from individual laser shots. EUV 

TOF is a good candidate for isotope ratio analyses and elemental/isotopic mapping at high spatial scales in fields such as 

nuclear forensics, geology, and biology. 
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